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Abstract 
For every matroid M, H. Crapo defined an invariant fl(M) which reflects ome connectivity 
properties of M. We adapt he definition of this invariant to isotropic systems. As an application 
we study the properties of an invariant fl4(H) defined by P. Martin for any 4-regular graph H, 
and we show that fl4(H) is related with the cyclic edge-connectivity of H. 
1. Introduction 
In this introductory section we define and recall the main properties of Crapo's 
invariant fl(M) for a matroid M. I fG is a graph we let fl(G) = fl(M(G)), where M(G) is 
the cycle-matroid of G, and we derive some properties of fl(G) from the properties of 
fl(M). We recall the definition of an invariant fl4(H) defined for every 4-regular graph 
H by Martin [13]. A purpose of this paper is to show that fl4(H) reflects some 
properties of the cyclic connectivity of H. This will be done by relating fl4(H) with 
a new invariant fl(S) which we define for every isotropic system S. 
Background on isotropic systems will be recalled in Section 2. On the other side we 
assume that the reader is familiar with matroid theory, and we refer to [16, 18, 19] for 
background. 
Theorem 1.1 (Crapo [9]). For every matroid M of order at least 2 it is possible to define 
an invariant fl(M) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) fl(M) = 0 if M is not 2-connected; 
(ii) fl(M) = 1 if M is a 2-connected matroid of order 2; 
(iii) f l (M)= fl(M\e) + fl(M/e) if M is a 2-connected matroid of order at least 3 
and e is any element of M. 
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The basic idea to prove this theorem isto consider t(M; x, y) = Y~ apqxPy q, the Tutte 
polynomial of M, to prove that aol = alo holds if M has order at least 2 and, letting 
fl(M) = aol = alo, to use the recursive computation oft(M; x, y) for verifying proper- 
ties (i)-(iii). There is another important formula. Let M' and M" be two connected 
matroids, each of order at least 2, defined over two sets S' and S" respectively such 
that IS'c~S"l = 1, and let e be the common element of S' and S" which we call the 
marker. Let cg, and ~" be the set of the circuits of M' and M" respectively, and let 
cK={C': C' eC~',e¢C'}~{C": C" ecg" ,e¢C"}~{C'~C" -e :  C' ~¢g', C" ecg ", 
e e C' c~ C" }. Then cg is the set of the circuits of a matroid M which we call the parallel 
composition of M' and M". 
Remark. Parallel compositions are also known as parallel connections. The term 
composition refers to the theory of Cunningham and Edmonds [11] that unifies 
parallel connections ofmatroids, parallel connections ofgraphs (defined later), com- 
positions of simple graphs and of simple directed graphs [10], compositions of 
isotropic systems and compositions of4-regular graphs (defined and used further in 
that paper). 
Theorem 1.2 (Brylawski [8]). I f  a matroid M is the parallel composition of two matroids 
M' and M" then fl(M) = fl(M')fl(M"). 
Notice that a series-parallel matroid can be constructed by making successive 
parallel compositions of 2-connected matroids of order 3 (i.e. matroids with three 
elements which are either parallel or in series). It can be verified that fl(M) = 1 for 
a 2-connected matroid of order 3 which implies, by using Brylawski's theorem, that 
fl(M) = 1 also holds when M is a series-parallel matroid. The converse is true. 
Theorem 1.3 (Brylawski [8] and Crapo [9]). A matroid M satisfies fl(M) = 1 if and 
only if it is a series-parallel matroid. 
Oxley [15] has characterized the matroids M satisfying fl(M) ~< 4 (notice that fl(M) 
is an integer by Theorem 1.1) and he proved the following result. 
Theorem 1.4 (Oxley [15]). I f  a matroid of order n is 3-connected then fl(M) >1 n/2. 
We now consider nonoriented graphs with possible loops and multiple dges. If G is 
such a graph we denote by M(G) the cycle-matroid of G. Tutte [17] proved the 
following result (see also Corollaries 8.2.2 and 8.2.8 in [16]). 
Proposition 1.5. Let G be a graph with at least three vertices none of which are isolated. 
Then M(G) is 2-connected if and only if G is 2-connected and loopless. Suppose in 
addition that G is not the complete graph on three vertices. Then M(G) is 3-connected if 
and only if G is 3-connected and simple. 
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Let G' and G" be two 2-connected graphs, such that IE(G')~E(G")I = 1, and let 
e be the common edge of G' and G" which is called the marker. Suppose that e has ends 
x' and y' in G', x" and y" in G". Identify x' with x", y' with y", and delete e. We 
construct a new graph which is called a parallel composition of G' and G". We notice 
that G can be constructed in two ways, but whatever the choice may be, M(G) 
is the parallel composition of M(G') and M(G") - -  see 1-11] for details. In the 
following corollary we denote by G/e (resp. G\e) the result of contracting (resp. 
deleting) an edge e in the graph G, and the number of the vertices of G is called the 
order of G. 
Corollary 1.6 (of (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4)). For every graph G of order at least 2 it is 
possible to define an invariant fl(G) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) fl(G) = 0 if G is not 2-connected; 
(ii) fl(G) = 1 if G is the graph of order 2 with two parallel edges; 
(iii) fl(G) = fl(G\e) + fl(G/e) if G is a 2-connected graph of order at least 3 and e is 
any edge of M. 
Moreover fl(G) also satisfies the following properties: 
(iv) fl(G) = fl(G')fl(G") if G is a parallel composition of G' and G"; 
(v) fl(G) = 1 if and only if G is series-parallel; 
(vi) fl(G) >1 n/2 if G is a 3-connected graph of order n. 
Let H be a connected 4-regular graph (loops and multiple edges are allowed). 
A cycle decomposition of H is a set D of cycles whose edge-sets make a partition of 
E(H). We insist on the fact that each cycle in D may be multiply incident o a same 
vertex, but it does not use the same edge twice. The Martin polynomial of H is 
M(S; () = Y~ (( - 2) Iol - 1, where the summation runs over all the cycle decompositions 
of H (this polynomial was in fact defined recursively by Martin [13], and Las Vergnas 
1-12] found later the preceding closed formula). This polynomial behaves imilarly to 
the Tutte polynomial, and where M(H; x) = ~ aix i, Martin proposed to consider the 
value of al as a beta-invariant. In view of Theorem 4.5 stated further, we consider the 
fl-invariant fl4(H) = al/3" 2"-2, where n is the number of vertices in the graph H. 
1.1. Definitions 
Let G be a graph. It will be convenient to consider that each edge e is made of a pair 
{h', h"} of half-edges, each of them having one end, the ends of e being the ends of h' 
and h". We denote by h(v) the set of the half-edges incident o a vertex v, so that the 
degree ofv is equal to Ih(v)l. For W ~_ V(G), we denote by VW the set of the edges of 
G having precisely one end in W. If l VW[ = q then we call VW a q-cocycle. Where 
k 7> 0 is an integer, a cyclic k-separation of G is a bipartition of V(G), say {V', V"}, 
such that ] VV'I <~ k, and each of the induced subgraphs G[ V'] and G [ V"] has a cycle. 
If there is no cyclic k'-separation with k' < k, then G is said to be cyclically k-edge 
connected. 
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We now consider a 4-regular graph H. A transition at a vertex v is a pair of distinct 
half-edges which belong to h(v), and a bitransition at v is a bipartition of h(v) into two 
transitions. Suppose that no loop is incident o v and consider some bitransition 
b = {{hl,h2},{h3,h4}} at v. Denote by {hi, k,} the edge of n which contains h~ for 
1 ~< i ~< 4. Since no loop is incident to v, the half-edges hi and k~, 1 ~< i ~< 4, are 
pairwise distinct. We denote by H fb the 4-regular graph which is obtained 
from H by deleting v and its incident half-edges, and packing {kl,k2,k3,k4} into 
two edges {k~,k2} and {k3,k4}. In other words HIb is the result of splitting 
v into two vertices of degree 2 according to the bitransition b, and contracting an 
edge meeting each of these two vertices. We call HI b an elementary opening 
minor of H at v. There are precisely three elementary opening minors because 
rh(v)l = 4. 
Theorem 1.7 (Martin [13]). For every 4-regular graph H of order at least 2 it is possible 
to define an invariant /~4(H) satisfying the following properties: 
(i) fl4(H) = 0 if H is not cyclically 4-edge connected; 
(ii) fl4(H) = 1 if H is a graph of order 2 with 4 parallel edges; 
(iii) /~4(H) =/~4(Hlb~) +/~4(H[b2) +/~4(H[b3) if H is cyclically 4-edge connected 
and ba, b2 and b3 are the three bitransitions of H at a vertex v. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that f l4(H) can be derived from an invariant 
defined for isotropic systems in the same way as fl(G), for a graph G, is derived from 
Crapo's fl-invariant. 
Isotropic systems are algebraic and combinatorial structures which have been 
introduced in [2, 5] to unify properties of 4-regular graphs and autodual properties of 
binary matroids. Isotropic systems' properties are in some respects imilar to mat- 
roids' properties. We can associate an isotropic system S(H) to any 4-regular graph H, 
and the correspondence H ~ S(H) (which is not unique) is similar to the correspon- 
dence G ~ M(G) between a graph and its cycle-matroid. There is also a polynomial 
M(S; x) = ~ ai xi, the Tutte-Martin polynomial of S, playing a role similar to the Tutte 
polynomial and generalizing the Martin polynomial, which allows to define the 
invariant fl(S) = ax/(3.2"-2). Then fl4(H) = fl(S(H)). The operation of taking minors 
again is basic in the study of fl(S). A difference with matroids is that an isotropic 
system admits three elementary minors at each vertex instead of two for matroids. 
These elementary minors correspond to the three elementary opening minors in 
a 4-regular graph. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is a background on isotropic 
systems. Section 3 establishes some preliminary connectivity properties of isotropic 
systems. In particular Theorem 3.4 extends a theorem of Tutte [17] saying that, for 
every element x of a connected matroid M, M\x  or Mix is connected. In Section 4 we 
study the fl-invariant of an isotropic system, extending Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, and we 
specialize that study to 4-regular graphs in Section 5. In Section 6 we restrict our 
attention to the 3-connected isotropic systems and we give a lower bound for the 
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fl-invariant. This result, which extends Theorem 1.4, is based on a theorem of Allys [1] 
on minimally 3-connected isotropic systems. 
2. Isotropic systems 
This section recalls the background about isotropic systems. The proofs of some 
basic and simple properties are recalled too for the sake of better understanding. 
Let us fix a 2-dimensional vector space K over GF(2). The cardinality of K is equal 
to 4. We let K={0,x ,y ,z} ,  and we verify that 0=x+x=y+y=z+z= 
x + y + z. For  a, b ~ K let (a ,b )  = 1 i f0 ve a ~ b 4= O, (a ,b )  = 0 otherwise. We verify 
that the mapping (a, b) --* (a, b) is bilinear, antisymmetric and nondegenerate. For any 
finite set V we consider K v as a vector space of dimension 21 V[ over GF(2), and we 
represent any vector A ~ K v as a family (A~: v E V). For  A,B ~ K v we let (A ,B)  = 
52((A~,Bv): v~ V), and we verify that the mapping (A,B)-- ,  (A ,B)  is bilinear, 
antisymmetric and nondegenerate. A subspace L of K v is said to be totally isotropic if 
(A ,B)  = 0 for all A,B ~ L. Basic results in linear algebra imply that dim(L) ~ IV[ if 
L is a totally isotropic subspace of K v. An isotropic system is a pair S -- (L, V) with 
a finite set V and a totally isotropic subspace L of K v such that dim(L) = IV[. 
Fig. 1 enumerates the vectors of three isotropic systems $1, $2 and $3 which will be 
used later. The vertices of these isotropic systems are ordered into a sequence 
V 1 [~2/33 . . . ,  and each vector A ~ K v is represented by the sequence of its coefficients 
A~, A~,, A,,~ .... 
2.1. Graphic systems 
Let H be a 4-regular graph defined over the vertex-set V. At each vertex v of H there 
are precisely six transitions. We associate to each transition t at v an element 
tv(t) e K - 0, called its code, in such a way that r,,(t') = rv(t") if and only if either 
t '=  t" or {t',t"} is a bitransition. The family T = (%: ve  V) is called a transition 
coding. For any v e V and any a e K - 0, there is precisely one bitransition b = {t', t"} 
at v such that %( t ' )=  %(t " )= a. The opening minor Hlb  will also be denoted 
as H la ~- 
Consider now a cycle C of H which is incident at most once to every vertex v of 
H - -  such a cycle is said to be elementary in the sequel. We define a vector T(C) ~ K v, 
called the code of C, as follows: if there exists a transition t at a vertex v whose 
S 1 0 X 
$2 00 xx yy zz 
Sa 000 xzz zxz zzx yyO yOy Oyy xxx 
Fig. 1. Three isotropic systems. 
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half-edges belong to C (notice that t is defined when v is known) let T(C)v = %(0, 
otherwise let T(C)v = O. 
Theorem 2.1 (Bouchet [2]). The subspace L of K v generated by {T(C): C is a cycle of 
H} is totally isotropic and maximal, so that S(H) = (L, V) is an isotropic system. 
We adopt the following conventions to define a transition coding when H is 
represented by a planar drawing (with possible edge crossings, in particular if H is 
nonplanar). Each of the four angles around each vertex v is delimited by the half-edges 
of a transition at v which is called an angular transition. Let us write the name of 
v inside one of the four angles incident o v, and let us denote by t the transition which 
delimits this angle. We code the angular transitions t and h(v) - t by x, we code the 
two other angular transitions by y, and finally we code the two nonangular t ansitions 
by z. This coding is detailed in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 represents, for each integer 1 ~< i ~< 3, 
a coded graph H~ of order i such that S(Hi) is equal to isotropic system Si of Fig. 1. 
2.2. Minors 
Let S = (L, V) be an isotropic system. For v e V and a e K - 0 let L 1~ be the set of 
the vectors X'  e K v-v such that we can find a vector X e L satisfying Xv e {0,a} and 
Xw = X~ for all w e V - v. It is proved in [2] that SI~ = (LI~, V - v) is an isotropic 
system called an elementary minor of S at v. 
Proposition 2.2 (Bouchet [2]). Let H be a 4-regular graph and let S(H) be the isotropic 
system associated to H by means of a transition coding. For every v e V(H) and 
a ~ K - O, we have S(HI~) = S(H)I~. 
4 
~,({h,, h,}) = ~({h~, h,}) = 
~({h,, h~}) = ~({h,, h,}) = z 
~({h,, h,}) = ~.({h2, h3}) = y 
Fig. 2. Transition coding. 
H1 
..... ~- . . . . . . . . . . .  ~i  ..... 
':~ . . . . . . . .  Jh"  
g~ 
v3 
-' A" \  
I I'\ \ 
l i ',,, '\ 
vl ,. t~  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~".~ 
ft3 
Fig.  3. Three  coded graphs .  
V2 
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For example, considering Figs. 1 and 3, one verifies that S(HI) = Si for 1 ~< i ~< 3, 
$3[ ~) = $2 ,  S2ly 2 -~- S1 ,  HaI~ ~ = H2 and n2 l~ 2 = H 1 . 
Notation. For v E V we denote by pv the canonical projection from K v into K v-v. For 
a ~ K - 0 we let La ~ = {A: A e L, A~ e {0,a}}. Thus we have Lla ~ = p~(L~). 
3. Connectivity of an isotropic system 
Let S = (L, V) be an isotropic system. For  W _ V let L x W = {A ~ L: A v = 0 for 
all v~ W}. The connectivity function of S is the mapping Z: W ~ I Wl - dim(L x W). 
Proposition 3.1 (Bouchet [6]). The connectivity function of the isotropic system S 
satisfies the following properties: 
(i) x(W) = z (V \  W) for all W ~ V; 
(ii) ;~(W1) + z(W2) >/z (WInW2)  + ~(W~ u W2). 
Where k 1> 1 is an 
This k-separator is 
k-connected if it has 
integer, a k-separator of S is a subset W _ V such that x(W) < k. 
proper if I WI >~ k and [ V - W I ~> k. The isotropic system is 
no proper k' -separator with k' < k. 
Proposition 3.2. Let S be an isotropic system and let W be a k-separator of an 
elementary minor SI~ of S. Then W + v is a (k + 1)-separator of S. 
Proof. Since W is a k-separator of SL~ we have 
dim(Lla~ x W) > IWl - k. 
Every vector ofLl~ x W is the image by Pv of a vector ofL~ x (W + v) and every vector 
of the latter subspace belongs to L x (W + v). Therefore we have 
dim(L x (W + v)) >~ dim(L~ x (W + v)) >~ dim(L[~ x W) > IWI - k 
which implies that W + v is a (k + 1)-separator. []  
If S' = (L', V') and S" = (L", V") are two isotropic systems (V'c~ V" may be empty 
or not), we consider that every vector A' ~ K V' is also a vector of K v'~v" by letting 
Aw = 0 for every w E V" \V ' ,  and similarly every vector A" ~ K v" is a vector ofK V'~v'. 
Thus L' and L" are subspaces of K v'~v', and we can define their sum L'  + L". 
3.1. Separators and direct sums 
A 1-separator of an isotropic system S = (L, V) is also called a separator, and S is 
said to be connected if it is 2-connected. Thus W is a separator of S if and only if 
dim(L x W) = I W I. 
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Let S' = (L', V') and S" = (L", V") be two isotropic systems uch that V'c7 V" = O. 
We easily verify that L '+  L" is a totally isotropic subspace of K v'~v" having 
dimension [ V 'w V"I. The direct sum of S' and S", written S' + S", is the isotropic 
system (L' + L", V 'w V"). This operation is similar to the direct sum of matroids. 
Proposition 3.3 (Bouchet [6]). Let S = (L, V) be an isotropic system. A subset V' c_ V 
is a proper separator of S if and only if V' # O, V" = V - V' # 0 and S = S' + S", 
where S' = (L × V', V') and S" = (L x V", V"). 
Thorem 3.4. I f  v is a vertex of a connected isotropic system S, then at most one of the 
elementary minors of S at v is nonconnected. 
Proof. Let S = (L, V). Suppose that two distinct elementary minors SI~ = (LI~,, V - v) 
and SI~ =(L I~,V-v )  have proper separators X and Y respectively. Thus 
dim(Llx~×X) = [XI and dim(Ll~x Y)= [YI. Each reciprocal image by the linear 
mapping Pv of a vector belonging to L I~ × X is a vector belonging to L~, × (X + v). This 
implies dim(L × (X + v))/> dim(L~ × (X + v))/> ISl. The preceding inequalities must 
be equalities, otherwise X + v would be a proper separator of S. Therefore we have 
(i) dim(L × (S + v)) = [Sl, 
(ii) L x (X + v) ___ L~. 
Similarly, 
(iii) dim(L x ( r  + v)) = [Y[, 
(iv) L x (Y + v) _~ L~. 
Consider the subspace Lx( (XnY)+ v), and suppose that it contains a vector 
A satisfying Av # 0. Since L x ((Xn Y) + v) _c L x (X + v), we must have Av = x by 
(ii). Similarly (iv) will imply Av = y a contradiction. Therefore 
(v) Lx ( (Xnr )+v)=Lx(XnY) .  
There exists in L × (X + v) a vector A such that A(v) # 0, otherwise we should have 
L x (X + v) = L × X, and equality (i) would imply that X is a proper separator of S. 
Moreover we have A(v)= x by (ii). Similarly, using (iii) and (iv), we can find in 
L × (Y + v) a vector B such that B(v) = y. Since L is totally isotropic we have 
0 = (A ,B)  
= <Av,B~> + Z ((Aw, Bw>: w~Xn Y) 
= 1 + Z (<Aw,Bw>: weX~Y) .  
This implies 
(vi) X c7 Y # 0. 
Notice that X = V - (X + v) is a proper separator of SI~ and I 7 = V - (Y + v) is 
a proper separator of S[~. The preceding argument applied to X and 17 gives 
Xc7 Y # 0, which implies (Xw Y) + v # V. Therefore (Xw Y) + v cannot be a separ- 
ator of S, and we have 
dim(L x((Xw Y) + v)) ~< IXw YI. 
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Since (Xn Y) + v also cannot be a proper separator, we have 
dim(L ×( (Xn  Y) + v)) <<, IXn  Y]. 
Using the two preceding inequalities, we get 
IXI + l YI = dim(L × (X + v)) + dim(L x (Y + v)) 
= dim(L ×(X + v) + Lx(Y  + v)) 
+ dim(L x (X + v)c~Lx(Y + v)) 
~< dim(L x((Xw Y) + v)) + dim(L × ((Xc~ Y) + v)) 
~< IXwYI + IXnYI  
= lX l+ lY I .  
In the above set of inequations, every inequality must be an equality. Therefore 
dim(L × ((Xn Y) + v) = IXn YI. 
Using (v) this implies that X ~ Y is a separator of S, and this separator is proper by 
(vi), a contradiction. [] 
3.2. Splits and decompositions 
'w}  v' v" A (proper) split of an isotropic system S is a pair ~ V, where and are two 
complementary (proper) 2-separators of S. Thus S is 3-connected if and only if it has 
no proper split. 
Let S' -- (L', V') and S" = (L", V") be two isotropic systems uch that IV'I, I V"I t> 2, 
[V'c~ V'[ = 1, and let m be the common element o V' and V", which is called the 
marker. We suppose that {m} is a separator of neither S' nor S". The composition of S' 
and S", denoted by S' * S", is the pair S = (L, V) defined by V = (V'u V") - m and 
L = (L' + L")× V. Since IV'l, lV"l 1> 2, we notice that IVI >~ 2. 
Proposition 3.5 (Bouchet [4]). I f  S = (L, V) is the composition of two isotropic systems 
S '= (L', V') and S"= (L", V") with marker m, then S is an isotropic system and 
{ V' - m, V" - m} is a split of S. Conversely, if { W', W" } is a split of S, then there exist 
two isotropic systems S' = (L', W' + m) and S" = (L", W" + m) such that S = S' * S". 
We notice that the composition is associative, i.e. if S', S" and S'" are such that 
[V'n V"[ = l, ]V"c~ V ' " I -  1 and IV'" nV'[  = 0 then (S ' .kS" )*S ' "= S'.*(S" ~:S'"). 
The following property shows that taking a minor and making a composition 
commute. 
Proposition 3.6. Let S = S '*  S" be a composition of isotropic systems. Then 
S[~J = S']~'.k S" holds for every v' • V' distinct from the marker and every x • K -O .  
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Proof. It is formal. We verify that both the right and the left member are equal to the 
set of the vectors A e K v-v' such that we can find A 'e  L' and A"e  L" satisfying 
t pt i ! t t  A,~ = Am, Av, e {0, x}, Aw = Aw for all we  V ' -m-  v' and Aw Aw for all 
we V" -m.  [] 
Proposition 3.7. The composition of two isotropic systems S' and S" is connected if and 
only if S' and S" are connected. 
Proof. Let S' = (L', V'), S" = (L", V"), S = (L, V) and V'ca V" = {m}. We first verify 
that 
(i) LxW=L'xWfora l lW~V' -m.  
Since LxW=(L '+L" )xW we have LxW_L 'xW.  Conversely let 
X e (L' + L") x W. We have X = X'  + X" with X'  e L', X" e L" and X"  = X~,. Since 
Xv = X'v = 0 for all v e V" - m, the only component of X" which can be nonnull is 
X ' ,  which implies X"= 0 because {m} is not a separator of S". Therefore 
X~, = X~, = 0, and X = X' e L' x W, which completes the proof of (i). 
Suppose that S' has a proper separator W. We may assume, changing if necessary 
W into V ' \  W, that me W. It follows from (i) that dim(L x W) = dim(L' x W) = [WI, 
and W is also a proper separator of S. Thus S is not connected if S' is not connected 
and, by symmetry, this also holds for S". 
Conversely let us suppose that S is not connected. We claim that we can find 
a proper separator W of S such that either W ~ V' - m or W ~ V" - m. Suppose 
that W and if" = V\  W are two proper separators which do not satisfy this property. 
Where W'= V ' -m and W"= V" -m,  the subsets W ca W' and i f 'caW" are 
nonempty. We have z(W')  = 1 by Proposition 3.5. Using Proposition 3.1 we have 
1 = z(W) + z(W') 
/> z(w ca w') + z (wuw' )  
= z(wca w')  + z(f f  ca w'). 
Therefore ither z(Wca W') = 0 or Z(ff" ca W") = 0, and since Wca W' and if'ca W" 
are proper nonempty subsets of V, one of them must be a proper separator of S, which 
proves the claim. Now we may suppose without loss of generality the existence of 
a proper separator W of S which is included in V' - m. Then, by (i), dim(L' × W) = 
dim(L x W) = [WI, and W is a proper separator of S'. [] 
An isotropic system S is totally decomposable if either S is isomorphic to S 2 or  
S = S' * S" where S' is totally decomposable and S" is isomorphic to $3 ($2 and $3 are 
defined in Fig. 1). 
Proposition 3.8. I f  S = S' . S" is a composition of two totally decomposable isotropic 
systems then S is totally decomposable. 
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Proof. We verify the property by induction on the order n of S". If n = 2 the property 
is true because S is isomorphic to S'. If n > 2 we have S" = T ' ,  T" where T' is totally 
decomposable and T" is isomorphic to $3. Since the composit ion is associative we 
have S = S '* (T ' *  T" )= (S'*  T ' ) ,  T", and we know by induction that S ' *  T '  is 
totally decomposable. [] 
4. The invariant/I(S) for an isotropic system S 
The Tut te -Mart in  polynomials of an isotropic system are studied in [7]. We only 
use one kind of deficiency polynomial  in this paper, and we recall the proofs of the two 
main recursive formulas to compute it. Then we define the fl-invariant in terms of the 
deficiency polynomial,  and we study the property of this invariant. 
Throughout  his section we let K '  = K - 0 = {x,y,z}. For A ~ K v and P _ V we 
define AP ~ K v by (AP)v = A~ if v ~ P, (AP)~ = 0 if v(EP. We let ~] = {AP: P ~_ V}, 
and we verify that .] is a subspace of K v. 
4.1. Deficiency polynomial 
The deficiency polynomial of an isotropic system S = (L, V) is 
M(S; ~) = ~ ((~ - 2)dimlLm2): A ~ K 'v) .  
For v ~ V and a e K '  we denote by s(v,a) the vector ofK  v such that s(v,a)v = a and 
s(v, a)w = 0 for w 4= v. We call s(v, a) a singularity of S at v if s(v, a) ~ L. Finally we 
notice that s (~ = {0, s(v, a) }. 
Proposition 4.1. I f  the isotropic system S has a singularity at v, then it is unique. I f  s(v, a) 
is this singularity then L = L x (V - v) • s(v,~. 
Proof. If a ~ K '  and A is a vector of K v satisfying A~ 4: 0, we have 
0 = (s(v ,a) ,A)  = (s(v,a)v,A~) = (a,A~),  
and so Av = a. This implies that s(v, a) and s(v, b) cannot belong both to L if a 4: b, 
which proves the first assertion. For  the second one we have to verify that every vector 
A ~ L can be expressed as A' + s' with A' e L x (V - v) and s' e s(v ,~.  IfAv = 0 this is 
obvious. Otherwise we must have A~---a, and we can take A'= A + s(v,a) and 
s'=s(v,a). [] 
Using the preceding proposit ion, we easily verify that the three elementary minors 
of S at v are equal to (L x (V - v), V - v) if S has a singularity at v. We denote this 
common elementary minor by S[. ~. The following theorem is proved in [7]. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let v be a vertex of the isotropic system S. The deficiency polynomial 
satisfies the two following properties: 
(i) if S has no singularity at v then 
M(S; () = M(S[~; () + M(SI~; 0 + M(SIz°; O; 
(ii) if S has a singularity at v then 
M(S; () = (M(S[.~). 
4.2. fl-invariant 
The fl-invariant of the isotropic system S of order n in fl(S) = al/(3" 2n-2), where 
ax is the coefficient of the term of degree 1 in M(S; O. It is convenient to define this 
invariant only if n ~> 2, otherwise some subsequent formulas would be false. 
Remark. We define fl(S) for every isotropic system S while fl(M) is defined for 
a matroid M of order ~>2. It is because the coefficients of degree 1 in t(M;x,y) are 
different when M has order 1. 
Theorem 4.3. The fl-invariant of an isotropic system S satisfies the following properties: 
(i) fl(S) = 0 if S is not connected; 
(ii) fl(S) = 1 if S is a connected isotropic system of order 2; 
(iii) fl(S) = 1/2(fl(Sl~,) + fl(Sl~) + fl(Sl~)) if S is 2-connected and v is any vertex of S. 
Proof. Let S = (L, V), M(s ;o  = ~ai(  i and n = I VI. If n = 2 we directly compute 
M(S; ~)= 3(, which yields (ii). We notice that ao = 0 for this particular isotropic 
system, and we verify by induction on n, using formulas (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2, that 
the deficiency polynomial has always a null constant term. Supposing that S has 
a proper separator W we now prove by induction on k = [ W[ that al = 0, which will 
imply (i). If k = 1 let W = {v}. There exists a nonnull vector in L x W because 
dim(L x W) = I W I = 1. This vector is a singularity at v, and so M(S; 0 = (M(SI,~; 0 
by (ii) of Theorem 4.3. Since the constant erm is null in every deficiency polynomial, 
this actually implies al = 0. If k > 1, then it follows from Proposit ion 3.3 that every 
elementary minor of S at a vertex v e W is nonconnected (indeed if L' = L x W and 
L" = L x (V\  W), then L = L' + L" implies L[~ = L'[~ + L"). Then we can use equal- 
ity (i) of Theorem 4.2 to make the induction. To verify (iii) we first notice that S cannot 
have a singularity at v, otherwise S would not be connected. Then we may apply 
formula (i) of Theorem 4.2 to get the result. []  
Theorem 4.4. I f  S = S ' ,S"  is a composition of two isotropic systems, then 
fl(S) = fl(S')fl(S"). 
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Proof. We make an induction on the order n of S. If n = 2, S' and S" must have order 
2, and we directly verify that fl(S) = fl(S') = fl(S") = 1. Let n > 1. I fS is nonconnected 
then either S' or S" is nonconnected by Proposition 3.7, and the equality follows from 
Theorem 4.3(i). Let us suppose that S is connected, so that S' and S" are connected 
too. Take an arbitrary vertex v of S' distinct from the marker m (this is possible, 
otherwise S' would have order 1). Since S,S',S" are connected we have, using 
induction, Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 3.6. 
fl(S) = 1/2(fl(SIx ~) + fl(SI;) + fl(SIz~)) 
= 1/2(fl(S'l~) +/3(S'1~) + fl(S'lz~))fl(S ") 
= ~(s ' )~(s") .  [ ]  
Theorem 4.5. Every connected isotropic system S satisfies fl(S) >~ 1 with equality if and 
only if S is totally decomposable. 
Proof. Let n be the order of S. For n = 2 the property follows from Theorem 4.3(ii). 
For n > 2 choose an arbitrary vertex of S. According to Theorem 3.4 there exist at 
least two elementary minors of S, say SI~ and SI~, which are connected. The third 
elementary minor, say SI~ has a nonnegative fl-invariant. Then, using induction on n, 
we have 
fl(S) = 1/2(fl(Sl~) + fl(Sl~) +/3(SI~))/> 1. 
Suppose now that S is totally decomposable. If n = 3 we directly verify that S must 
be isomorphic to $3 defined in Fig. 1, and we compute M(S; () = 6( + (2. Therefore 
fl(S) = 1. If n > 3 there exists a decomposition of S into two totally decomposable 
isotropic systems S' and S" having order < n. By induction we have fl(S') = fl(S") = 1, 
which implies fl(S) = 1 by using Theorem 4.4. 
Finally suppose that fl(S)= 1. We claim that S cannot be 3-connected. Indeed 
choose an arbitrary vertex v of S. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that each of the three 
elementary minors of S at v is 2-connected and so each of them has a fl-invariant >~ 1. 
Then Theorem 4.2 implies fl(S)>>, 3/2, a contradiction. Therefore S must have 
a proper split, and according to Proposition 3.5, it can be expressed as a decomposi- 
tion S ' *  S". Then we have 1 = fl(S)= fl(S')fl(S"), which implies fl(S')= fl(S")= 1 
because the fl-invariant of a connected isotropic system is at least equal to 1. The 
result follows then by induction on n. [] 
5. The invariant fl4(H) for a 4-regular graph H 
Let S(H) be the isotropic system associated to the 4-regular graph H by means of 
a bitransition coding. We let fl4(H) = fl(S(H)). If we change the bitransition coding 
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then S(H) is replaced by an isomorphic isotropic system which has the same fl- 
invariant, and so fl,(H) is unchanged. It is proved in [7] that M(H; ~) = M(S(H); (). 
Therefore the fl-invariant of H which is defined in this paper is equal (up to the 
normalization factor 1/(3.2"-2)) to the fl-invariant introduced by Martin. 
Proposition 5.1 (Bouchet [6]). The isotropic system S(H) associated to a coded 4- 
regular 9raph H is k-connected for 1 <~ k <<. 3 if and only if H is cyclically 2k-edge 
connected. 
Martin's Theorem 1.7 is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3, using Propositions 
2.2 and 5.1. We now proceed to give analog statements o Brylawski's and Crapo's 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. 
5.1. Composition of 4-regular graphs 
Let us consider two 4-regular graphs H' and H" such that I V(H')n V(H")I = 1. 
Denote by m the vertex common to H' and H" and suppose that no loop is incident o 
m in H' and H". Let h(m) = {h'~,h'2,h'3,h'4} in H' and h(m) = {h~,h'~,h~,h~} in H". 
Denote by k~ (resp. k~') the half-edge of H' (resp. H") such that {h~, k~} e E(H') (resp. 
{h~', k~'} ~ E(H")). The 4-regular graph H = H ' ,  H" obtained by deleting m and h(m) 
in H' and H", making an edge of each pair {k~,k~'} for ie{1,2,3,4}, is called 
a composition of H' and H". We notice that H is not uniquely defined because there are 
4! choices for defining the pairings {k~,k~'}, 1 <<. i <~ 4. 
Let us provide H' and H" with transition codings z' and z" respectively in such 
a way that Z'm({h~,hj}) = z~,({h~',hj'}) for every pair {i,j} ~_ {1,2,3,4}. We provide 
H with the transition coding z defined by zv(t) = z'v(t) if t is a transition incident o 
a vertex v ~ V(H'), and zv(t) = ~'(t) if v e V(H"). 
Theorem 5.2. S(H' * H") = S(H')*  S(H"). 
Proof. Where S(H') = (L', V'), S(H") = (L", V") and S(H) = (L, V) we have to verify 
that L = (L' + L") x V. We will describe any elementary cycle C by enumerating its 
successive half-edges, ay (hi h2... heq). 
To prove that L ~ (L' + L") x V we take any cycle C of H and we show that 
. . . . . . .  4} is T(C) = A' + A" with A' e L ,  A" e L" and A~, = Am. Since P = { {ki, ki }. 1 ~< i ~< 
a cocycle of H, the cycle C contains 0, 2 or 4 edges of P. If I C n P] = 0 then C is a cycle 
of either H' or H", and we may suppose without loss of generality that C is in H'. 
Moreover C is not incident o m in H'. r and z' coincide on the transitions of C, 
and so T(C) is also the code of C in H'. Thus we may take A' = T(C) and A" = 0. 
If ICc~PI--2 we may suppose that CnP={{k' l ,k;},{k'2,k'~}}, so that 
C = (k'~ P'k'2 k~ P" k¢) where P' and P" are paths of H' and H" respectively. Then the 
sequences of half-edges C'= (h'lk'lP'k'2h'2) and C"= (h'~k'~P"k~h'~) are cycles of 
n '  and n"  respectively. Since T(C')m = r ' ({h[ ,h~})= z~,({h~,h~})= T(C")r, we 
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may take A '= T(C') and A"= T(C"). If [Cc~PI =4 we may suppose that 
C = (k'lV'k'2k~V"k'~k'3Q'k'4k,~Q"k'~) where V' and Q' are paths of H'  and P" and Q" 
are paths of H". Consider the cycles C '= (h'lk'lV'k'2h'2) and D '= (h'3k'aQ'k~h'4) 
of H'  and the cycles C"=(h~k~P"k~h~) and D" =th"k"rV'k"h"~~ 4 4~ 1 1J of H". We 
have T(C'),, = z~,({h'x,h~}) = z~,({h~,h~}) = T(D'),,, so that T(C')m + T(D'),, = O. 
Similarly T(C")m + T(D")m = 0. We may take A' = T(C') + T(D') and 
A" = T(C") + T(D"). 
Conversely, to prove that (L' + L") × V c L we take any cycle C' of H' and any 
cycle C" of H" such that T(C'),, and T(C"),, are equal to the same value a ~ K, and we 
prove that T(C') + T(C") ~ L. If a = 0 this is true because C' and C" are cycles of H, 
so that T(C'), T(C") ~ L. Suppose now that a ~ 0. Then C' contains a transition 
incident to m, and we may suppose without loss of generality that it is equal to 
{h~, hl }. The cycle C" also contains a transition t" incident o m and, since z~,(t") = 
a = r'r,(h'l,h'2), we have either t" = {h;,h'~} or t" = {h'~,h~}. In the first case we can 
write C' =(h'lk'lP'k'2h'2) and C"= (h~k~P"k~h~) and we have T(C' )+ T(C" )= 
T ( C ) with C = (k ] P' k ~ k ~ P" k ~ ). In the second case let us decompose E (H" ) - E (C") 
into pairwise disjoint elementary cycles C~, C~ . . . . .  C~, which is possible because all 
the degrees are even in the subgraph defined by this set of edges. There is one of these 
t¢ It  cycles, say C~, which contains the transition {h~,h'~} while the other ones are not 
incident to m. Therefore 
T(C~') ~ L" x (V - m) ~_ L for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  p - 1, 
and using the same argument as above 
T(C') + T(C'~) ~ L. 
These properties imply 
T(C') + ~ (T(C~'): 1 ~< i ~< p) ~ L. 
The edge-set of C"+Y.(C~': 1 <<.i<~p) is equal to E(H"), 
T(C") = Z (T(C~'): 1 ~< i ~< p), which implies T(C') + T(C") ~ L. 
and so we have 
[] 
Corollary 5.3. fl4(H' * H") = fl4(H')fl4(H"). 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 4.4. [] 
5.2. Totally decomposable 4-regular graphs 
A 4-regular graph H is totally decomposable if either H is isomorphic to H2 or 
H = H'  * H" where H'  is totally decomposable and H" is isomorphic to I-/3 (H2 and 
Ha are defined in Fig. 3). This definition has a meaning whether transition codings are 
defined or not. Proposition 5.4 below can be proved in the same way as Proposition 
3.8, and Proposition 5.5 is a direct consequence of the definitions and Proposition 5.2. 
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Proposition 5.4. l f  H = H' , H" is a composition of two totally decomposable 4-regular 
graphs then H is totally decomposable. 
Proposition 5.5. I f  H is a totally decomposable graph provided with a transition coding 
then S(H) is a totally decomposable isotropic system. Conversely, if S is a totally 
decomposable isotropic system then there exists a totally decomposable 4-regular graph 
H such that S = S(H). 
Using the preceding proposition, Theorem 4.5 and Proposition 5.1, we can state the 
following corollary similar to the theorem of Brylawski and Crapo (Theorem 1.3). 
Corollary 5.6. A cyclically 4-edge connected graph H satisfies fl4(H) >>- 1 with equality 
if and only if H is totally decomposable. 
Proposition 5.5 says that totally decomposable isotropic systems are essentially the 
same objects as totally decomposable 4-regular graphs. The case is similar between 
series-parallel matroids and series-parallel graphs. We know that every series-paral- 
lel graph can be constructed by successively replacing edges by either two parallel 
edges or two series edges. A similar construction is available for 4-regular graphs. To 
insert a double edge at a vertex v of a 4-regular graph H is to split v into two vertices v' 
and v" of degree 2 and to add a double edge between v' and v", which gives a new 
4-regular graph. This operation can also be described as making the composition 
H*  T with V(T) = {v, v', v"}, V(H)~ V(T) = {v} and T isomorphic to H3 defined in 
Fig. 3. The following proposition is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
Proposition 5.7. A 4-regular graph is totally decomposable if and only if it can be 
constructed by successive double edge insertions, starting with the 4-regular graph of 
order 2 with 4 parallel edges (H 2 in Fig. 3). 
We now describe a special class of totally decomposable 4-regular graphs which is 
related to series-parallel graphs. Let G be a plane graph (i.e. a planar graph which is 
actually drawn in the plane). We recall the construction of the medial graph M(G) of 
G [14]. Insert a midpoint #(e) inside each edge e of G. Then each half-edge of G is now 
delimited by a vertex of G and a midpoint. Draw a medial edge with ends p(e') and 
p(e") whenever there exists a vertex x of G such that the half-edges x#(e') and x#(e") 
delimit a planar angle (i.e. an angle without any other half-edge drawn inside). The 
medial graph M(G) is the plane graph with the midpoints as vertices and the medial 
edges as edges. 
Proposition 5.8. The medial graph of a series-parallel graph G is a totally decomposable 
4-regular graph. 
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Proof. If G is the graph of order 2 with two parallel edges then M(G) is the 4- 
regular graph of order 2 with 4 parallel edges. If we replace an edge e by two 
parallel edges e' and e" then #(e) is replaced by #(e') and #(e"), and two parallel 
edges are added between #(e') and /~(e"), which is a double edge insertion in 
M(G). The same construction holds when replacing e by two edges in series e' 
and e". [] 
We illustrate the preceding proposition with two examples which will be used 
later. Where n >~ 3 is an integer, the n-wheel is the graph constructed by taking a 
cycle of length n and joining its vertices to a new vertex called the center. The 
broken n-wheel is obtained by deleting an edge from the cycle of length n. We verify 
that it is a series-parallel graph. Fig. 4 depicts a broken n-wheel (n = 5) drawn with 
solid lines and its medial graph drawn with dashed lines. When replacing two series 
edges by a single edge in the broken n-wheel we get a broken (n - 1)-wheel with two 
parallel edges. Fig. 5 depicts such a broken (n - 1)-wheel and its medial graph for 
/'/=6. 
~ s"  " .  I 
t • • 
t ~• / i 




Fig. 5. Medial graph of a broken 5-wheel with parallel edges. 
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6. ~-invariant of a 3-connected isotropic system 
Where n >~ 5 is an integer, the n-strip is the graph constructed by taking a cycle of 
length n and adding every chord with ends at distance 2. The n-strip is a 4-regular 
graph. Fig. 6 depicts a 10-strip and an 11-strip. The 5-strip is the complete graph of 
order 5. The n-strip is planar when n is even. The n-strip is nonplanar if n is odd but it 
can be embedded into a M6bius strip, and consequently into a projective plane. 
Theorem 6.1 (Allys [1]). For every 3-connected isotropic system S = (L, V) of order 
n >>. 5 there exists v ~ V such that two elementary minors orS at v are 3-connected unless 
S is the isotropic system of an n-strip. 
In addition to the preceding theorem it is easy to verify that the 3-connected 
isotropic system of order 5 is unique up to isomorphism. 
From now on we denote by Sn the isotropic system, defined up to isomorphism, 
of an n-strip, n t> 5, and we let ft, = fl(S,). We now compute ft,. Suppose n/> 7. We 
define an arbitrary transition coding on S, and we consider the three opening minors 
S, I bl, S, I b2 and S, I b3 which are associated to the bitransitions at a vertex vj. Suppose 
for example that bl, b2 and b3 correspond respectively to the partitions into pairs of 
edges 
{ {V jr j-l, V jr j_2 ), {v jr j+l, V j r  j+2)  ), 
and 
( {VjV j -2 '  VjVj+I ), (V jV j -1 ,  VjVj+2 ) }" 




U8 ~0 V2 U4 
VlO U1 U3 U5 
'09 UO 7)2 U4 /)6 
Fig. 6. The lO-stfip and the ll-strip. 
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If n is even S,I bl is isomorphic to the medial graph of the broken p-wheel with 
p = n/2, and if n is odd then it is isomorphic to the medial graph of the broken p-wheel 
with parallel edges with p = (n - 1)/2. In both cases it is totally decomposable, and so 
f l(Snlbl) -~ 1. We verify that Snlb2 is obtained by inserting a double edge into an 
(n -  2)-strip, and so f l (Snlb2)=fin-2. Finally S, Ib3 is an (n -  1)-strip, so that 
Sn[b3 = fin 1. Thus we have the linear recurrence relation 
fin = 1/2(1 + ft,-1 + ft,-2). 
We compute directly the values of fls and f16. Then solving the linear recurrence 
relation yields 
,6(9 
The following theorem is similar to Oxley's Theorem 1.4. 
Theorem 6.2. Every 3-connected isotropic system S of order n >1 5 satisfies fl(S) >1 fin 
with equality if and only if S = Sn. 
Proof. We use induction on n. Ifn = 5 the result is true because S is isomorphic to $5. 
If n > 5 and S is not isomorphic to Sn there exist, according to Theorem 6.1, two 
elementary minors Q and R at the same vertex v which are 3-connected. The third 
elementary minor at v, say P, is 2-connected. Thus 
fl4(S) = 1/2(f14(P) + fl4(Q) + fl4(R)) 
>~ 1/2(1 -4- fin-1 ÷ fl,- 1). 
We notice that fin increases with n for n/> 3. Therefore 
fl4(S) >i 1/2(1 + fin-1 + fl,-2) = fl,. 
If fl4(S) = fin and S is not isomorphic to Sn then, in the above system of equalities, 
we must have fin-1 = ft,-2, a contradiction. [] 
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